WEAK DOLLAR AND LOW RATES

Larry & Xin discuss insulating international portfolios
How do you position international portfolios? Which styles would benefit from
monetary expansion? When do active managers generate the largest alpha?
Welcome to a new discussion between Larry and Xin, two prominent economists from
the Keynesian tradition, offering a bi-weekly US-Chinese debate. Today, Larry shares
his perspective from Washington with two charts and Xin comments from Beijing.
Disclaimer: names are fictional but analysis should be realistic.
Larry: Greetings Xin, from an unhealthy America, we are not only suffering the worst
results from the pandemic, but also massive wildfires in the West and a hurricane in
the South. How is Beijing treating you these days?
Xin: Good day Larry, we can still breathe in Beijing, but America seems to achieve yet
another first ranking in worldwide air pollution. The WTO also seems to have dented
the American confidence after ruling against the US tariffs it had imposed on China.
Larry: Indeed, and China is not even keeping 50% of its promises under the phase-one
deal, while the US has produced a record trade deficit with China and investment
flows between our countries is reaching a decade low. So, that is clearly not the
envisaged America first result, but investors are taking note. The weakening dollar
has prompted us to look at the investment implications on international portfolios.
Xin: Well, China appears to benefit from a depreciating dollar and from less emphasis
on US stock markets, as China has a low correlation to US equities. More generally,
emerging markets are typically benefiting from a weaker US dollar.
Larry: And the Federal Reserve seems to communicate lower rates for longer, which
should benefit small-cap stocks the most. Moreover, potential inflation fears should
help demand for real estate and materials, as hedging activity gets underway.
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Xin: So we are observing four trends: lower correlations to the SPX, a depreciating
US dollar, lower UST rates for longer, and increasing risks of inflation. These trends
bode well for international portfolios – so how could investors adjust their positioning?
Larry: Let us start with a baseline international growth index, the passive i-shares EFG
that has delivered 8.6% annualized returns over the past five years. Let us now make
four active substitutions into small-caps, ESG, real estate, and emerging markets:
1> the active international growth portfolio FNGAX emphasizes IT, healthcare, and
industrials, which could be combined with mid- and small-cap WAIOX portfolio.
2> quality factors are important to lower beta and reduce valuations, and the
sustainable equity fund MRVYX combines ESG and quality with impressive results.
3> international real estate fund FIRAX offers low correlations and strong returns for a
mid-cap value portfolio that could become an excellent inflation hedge.
4> emerging market equities fund BIEMX can be combined with China growth fund
KWEB, and the addition of EM debt fund GMCDX can substantially reduce risks.
Xin: As I combine this international growth portfolio, it has a strong 40% exposure to
emerging markets (half of which to China), it has some less correlated alternative
assets, and it has small-cap and ESG quality factors. What about its performance?
Larry: This is illustrated on chart 17 with a respectable 12.4% annualized return over
the past five years, meaning a consistent alpha of 3.8% from active management. But
more importantly, its beta has been reduced to 0.85 and its correlation is favorable to
the four trends we identified above: lower SPX, lower VIX, lower DXY, and lower UST.
Xin: Interesting, so we are using seven well-known active international mutual funds
to build a portfolio with respectable alpha that is also adjusting factors to be more
favorable to future market environments. So how could we back-test this portfolio?
Larry: Well, there are so many dimensions to back-testing. Most long-only equity
portfolios are strongly correlated to the SPX and negatively correlated to the VIX. But
if we focus on the dollar exchange rate (measured by the DXY index) and on the US
Treasury 10-year rates (measured by UST or the TNX series), then we can analyze
how our portfolio would have performed along these two variables over the past cycle
from 2008-2020. The quarterly alpha bubbles are illustrated in chart 18.
Xin: Let’s see whether we can make sense of this art across the four quadrants: On
the NE side, we have a stronger dollar and rising rates, like the Taper Tantrum 2013,
which is generally a poor environment for international portfolios. On the SE side, we
have a strong dollar and falling rates, like the GFC 2008 and the recent crisis 2020 Q1.
On the SW side, we have a goldilocks environment for international portfolios, as the
dollar is weakening and rates are declining, as we observed over the past six months.
And on the NW side, we have some trash rallies like 2016/17, where every asset rises
while the dollar depreciates and treasury rates are backing up. And it looks like the
four quadrants are about equally represented in terms of time over the past 12 years.
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Larry: That’s correct, now let us look at market returns for the benchmark over the
past cycle, which we call beta: 70% of the beta has been on the northern side with
rising rates, and 83% of the beta has been on the western side with a weaker dollar.
Hence, international portfolios realized little return during crises or taper tantrums
with a strong dollar background, which makes sense intuitively.
Xin: Let us then look at the distribution of alpha from our international portfolio over
the past 12 years, meaning the outperformance over the benchmark (size of bubbles):
84% of the alpha has been on the southern side, meaning declining UST rates, which
again it intuitive given the alternatives exposure and the EM debt component. The
largest alpha, 47%, was generated in the goldilocks SW quadrant, including the large
dark blue bubble from 2020Q2. Our factor-adjusted international portfolio seems to
generate the best alpha in the SW quadrants, and the worst alpha on the NE side.
Larry: So if our main market projections are correct and we remain with stable low
interest rates and a depreciating US dollar, then our international portfolio appears
well positioned to generate even larger alpha than during the past cycle. And market
beta is expected to migrate south as well, when markets are expected to alternate
between corrections (like 2020 Q1, SE) and expansions (like 2020 Q2, SW).
Xin: That makes sense. What we have not pictured here are three developments that
could push us even further into the goldilocks SW corner: <a> an increasing role of
China, given its more effective pandemic response; <b> a loss of confidence in the US
dollar, given massive fiscal deficits and social tensions; and <c> increasing inflationary
pressures, given the extraordinary monetary expansion. So we could see even more
upside. Larry, but how do we know when our calls are wrong?
Larry: Well, we don’t have to loose sight of China here. There could be three risks
that we are currently underestimating: <d> stagflation could arise in case the
pandemic is extending into 2022 and growth remains much weaker; <e> then Chinese
leverage could implode in case the real estate bubble is not managed carefully or
global tension rise; or <f> we could have another 2001-like stock market crash in case
tech stock valuations diverge even further from earnings potential.
Xin: I hear you, but you also know that it never pays to be pessimistic in China. In any
case, these would appear to be shorter-term risks, maybe lasting for a year or two,
while our baseline assumptions reflect our longer-term market convictions. So let us
end on a positive note – where do we see the largest upside within our framework?
Larry: Clearly, US markets have had a great decade, but they won’t repeat that for an
extended period. China and emerging markets more generally will likely take the lead
with technology and health sectors performing best. Small-cap and ESG strategies will
probably perform very well in the near-term, especially when quality factors do well.
And international real estate, especially suburban housing, as well as materials, will
probably be the best hedges against inflation, and they do well even in steady times.
Xin: I share your worries on US markets for next year, irrespective of the election
outcome: the pandemic, the hidden defaults, the massive unemployment, the social
tensions, the health care inequality, and the climate crisis all need to be addressed.
Maybe we can discuss the US economic outlook next time. Please stay safe and kind.
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